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Esquel is a meteorite found near Esquel, a Patagonian town in the Northwest part of
the province of Chubut in Argentina. Esquel is the perfect composite of solid metal and
translucent crystals, an alluring combination found in a rare destination.
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Born in the celestial sky and descended down to Earth,
Esquel’s journey transcends time and space.

From her new terrestrial base, Esquel explores planet earth
through high-end navigation from the sky.

Navigation without boundaries.
Expeditions without compromise.

Experience the rare tensions
between pure comfort
and enterprising expeditions
far outside your comfort zone.

Packed with advanced technology,
features and assets, Esquel represents a new
revolutionary type of multi-purpose super yacht.

Esquel starts where others stop.
Taking you to remote and rare destinations
where you’ll find that it’s the expedition
that makes the discovery,
not the discovery itself.
Esquel is a quest for life,
without compromise.

E SQUE L - EXPEDITION
YA C H T R E D E F I N E D

Esquel is a state-of-the-art 105-meter
(345ft) diesel electric expedition
motoryacht. Sporting a displacement hull
with a plumb bow, she has been designed
for extensive cruising to remote regions
extending from the North Pole to the
South Pole and everywhere in between.
At the same time, she offers all the
amenities of a renowned Oceanco.

At home in Antarctica and equally at home
in the Mediterranean, Esquel offers the best
of both worlds — a perfect blend between
an expedition vessel and a sophisticated
superyacht. If you are going to take to the
high seas in any hemisphere, Esquel will
be your home away from home.

ARTIC OCEAN

E SQU E L
E XP E D IT I ONS
Greenland
Greenland, the world’s largest island, is an autonomous territory belonging to the Kingdom of Denmark situated
between the North Atlantic and Arctic Oceans. Topographically diverse, Northern Greenland is the land of the
midnight sun, ice and dog sledding, while Southern Greenland is filled with farms and vegetation. Greenland’s
National Park is the world’s largest. Adventures galore await.

N O RT H AT L A N T I C O C E A N

PACIFIC OCEAN

Oman
At the mouth of the Persian Gulf and sharing borders with the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen,
Oman is the undiscovered gem of the Persian Gulf. Rich in history and culture, the country offers a wealth of rich
geographical experiences.

Patagonia
Encompassing the southernmost tip of South America, Patagonia is a truly unspoiled wilderness of mountains,
fjords, glaciers, forests and steppes. Explore the countless sea fjords and channels, and cross the famous Straits
of Magellan before setting sail for Antarctica.

PACIFIC OCEAN
INDIAN OCEAN

Papua New Guinea
Papua New Guinea, occupying the eastern half of the island of New Guinea and its offshore islands of Melanesia,
is one of the most unexplored and culturally diverse countries in the world—there is no better platform to explore
isolated regions than a superyacht like Esquel.

S O U T H AT L A N T I C O C E A N
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N O RT H AT L A N T I C O C E A N

EXP EDIT IO N
G RE E NL AND

GREEN L AN D

T

he colorful houses are like splashes of color
scattered along the shore and stand in striking
contrast to the rocky landscape and the massive
inland icecap which is omnipresent in Greenland. Esquel
expeditions will take you from the lush landscapes of
South Greenland and to the vast, ice-filled fjord systems
of West Greenland.

Highlights

>
>
>
>
>
>

Glaciers and fjords
Humpback whales
Discover the Green in Greenland
Viking and European history
Inuit culture and history
Fishing

Expeditions >> Greenland >> Nuuk
64°10’N 51°44’W

>>		 Cruise to Qassiarsuk, a UNESCO World
Heritage Site that boasts some of the finest
reconstructions of the Viking era outside
of Europe.
>>		 Further up the coast, Nuuk, Greenland’s
capital and oldest town, is full of colonial
history and architecture with over 100
groups of Viking ruins that can be
accessed by tender or helicopter.
>>		 In Qeqertarsuaq, snow-covered mountains
and glaciers dominate the town, however
hot springs can also be found in the fertile
mountainsides and valleys.
>>		 The final stop in Greenland, Iluissat,
another UNESCO World Heritage Site
that translates to ‘iceberg’, is situated at
the mouth of an ice fjord that is filled
with enormous icebergs from the most
productive glacier in the northern
hemisphere, Sermeq Kujalleq.
>>		 Helicopter to the edge of the glacier
for a walk on the ice cap.

Mini sub

Tried and true, the Triton 3300/3 is
extremely versatile and thus a perfect
choice for Esquel. Suited for both
personal and scientific expeditions,
this sub operates with a pilot and two
passengers. It can travel to depths of
1000 meters (3,300 feet) in safety and
comfort. It is the ideal vehicle for wreck
diving and for viewing the magic of the
underwater world. It was aboard a Triton
3300/3 that man had his first underwater
encounter with a giant squid!
More adventures await.
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EXP EDIT IO N
OM AN

OM AN

L

ocated on the Persian Gulf, Oman is a country of
untold riches. Not only are there fascinating villages,
souks, mosques and palaces, the region is incredibly
topographically diverse. You can experience sinkholes,
deserts dunes, craggy mountains, wadis, waterfalls, lush
farmlands filled with date, pomegranate and walnut
trees, as well as beautiful expansive beaches and clear
waters for diving.

Highlights

> Surveying Souks with aromatic spices
and local craft
> Hiking, climbing, abseiling
> Canyoning in waterfalls
> Desert camel trekking
> Mountain biking through villages
> Kayaking in fjords

Expeditions >> Oman >> Muscat
23°36’N 58°33’E

>>		 Explore the vibrant souks & rich history,
mosques and palaces.
>>		 Acclimatisation trek in the mountains
around Muscat ending at Muttrah souk
with great local crafts and food available.
>>		 Introduction to canyoning.
Climbing, abseiling, slides and scrambling.
>>		 Culinary experience with a local family
at their home.
>>		 Catamaran sailing cruise around the
Daymaniyat Islands natural reserve area.
Stunning beaches, unique marine life
which includes the possibility of spotting
whale sharks.
>>		 Kayaking the fjords along the coast
of the Arabian peninsula.

Helicopter to Jebel Akhdar:
>>		 Abseiling down chambers and lakes in
the Al Hooti Cave complex.
>>		 Climb along the famous Balcony Walk
whilst securely attached to the rock face
to an abandoned village. Prepare for
exceptional views along the way.
>>		 Fabulous cultural experience visiting
Nizwa & Misfat Al Abryeen, an ancient and a
modern souk, before heading to Nizwa fort.

>>		 Meet the locals of an ancient village to
understand their fascinating history and
cultures.

>>		 Trek through Pomegranate Garden; lush
farmlands that showcase pomegranate and
walnut trees as well as stunning gardens.

>>		 Mountain bike through the juniper trees,
abandoned villages and the stunning scenery.

>>		 Rock climb amidst the stunning scenery.

>>		 Trek through three villages; a spectacular
hike that takes you through the cliff-hugging
terraced farms, rose gardens and ancient falaj
systems. The route will take you through
the villages of Al Ayn (rose garden), Ash
Shirayjah, and Sayq, as well as magnificent
views over Wadi Muhaydin below.

N O RT H AT L A N T I C O C E A N
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EXP EDIT IO N
PATAG ONIA

PA TA G O N I A

V

ast, exotic, wild and infinite in its beauty, visitors will
discover a truly unspoiled wilderness of mountains,
fjords, glaciers, forests and steppes.

Exploring the southernmost extreme of the American
continent, navigating through countless sea fjords and
channels and crossing the famous Straits of Magellan
before setting sail for Antarctica, is an experience that
visitors will never forget in their lifetime.

Highlights

>
>
>
>
>

Helicoptering over glaciers
Mountaineering, hiking, ice climbing
Kayaking, fishing
Gaucho gaming, cattle herding
Wildlife adventuring with whales,
sea elephants, penguins
> Puma-tracking

Expeditions >> Patagonia
54°48’7”S 68°18’11”W

>>		 Parque Nacional Bernardo O’Higgins
is the largest national park of the Chile,
covering two regions of the country with
a total surface of 8.9 million acres.
>>		 Visit the only remaining South Patagonian
ice field of the glacial era, and one of the
greater fresh water reserves of the planet.
Here you can kayak, paddle board or hike
throughout this spectacular landscape.
>>		 Helicopter over the glaciers.
>>		 Puerto Eden is a small and isolated town
only accessible by boat. The last members
of Kawescar or Alacalufe descent are
amongst the 250 people that live here.
>>		 Fish, kayak or hike in the mountains,
canals and millenary ice floes.
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PA P UA N E W G U I N E A

EXP EDIT IO N
PAP UA NE W G U INE A

PA P UA N E W
GU IN EA

P

apua New Guinea, occupying the eastern half of
the island of New Guinea and its offshore islands
of Melanesia, is one of the most unexplored and
culturally diverse countries in the world — Esquel is the
ideal platform to explore isolated regions.

Highlights

> Swimming with Bottlenose dolphins
in the wild
> WW2 wreck diving
> Visiting isolated tribes and sharing
in their traditions
> Canoeing up rivers
> Climb an active volcano
> Wildlife encounters

Expeditions >> Papua New Guinea
9°30’S 147°07’E

>>		 Visit Gazelle Peninsula, an area that is
dominated by beautiful harbours,
coral reefs and huge volcanoes.
>>		 Blanche Bay — swim with bottlenose
dolphins when they return from feeding
offshore. A pod of around 200 regularly
play with the bow waves of boats coming
and going.
>>		 Blanche Bay also offers exceptional WW2
wreck diving.
>>		 Rabaul — explore barge tunnels and
Admiral Yamamoto’s WW2 bunker or
climb the active volcano, Mount Tavurvur,
which has stained the surrounding water
different shades of yellows and oranges.
You can also watch a special performance
of Baining Fire Dancers wearing huge
masks while dancing over hot coals.

LIFE
ON
BOARD
NO COMPROMISE ON LUXURY

E

squel is a go-anywhere no nonsense machine,
capable of weathering heavy seas and breaking
though ice, but that does not mean that guests
aboard need to be roughing it. Bridging metro chic and
country cozy, the interior is designed to be cool and casual
— a home away from home.
The master suite will have an expansive panoramic portal
on the sea views as well as a lounge area with fireplace.
Guest staterooms will be equally inviting and quietly
luxurious. The communal spaces offer multiple options
for mealtime, with inside and outside dining and lounging.
There will be a spa/wellness area with gym, yoga room,
and steam, sauna, plunge pool and hot tub. One of the
living spaces can convert into a cinema or game room.

The main deck salon has a large dining table adjacent to the living
room, which offers convivial groupings of sofas and overstuffed chairs
for either casual conversation or scientific meetings. A central fireplace
services the formal areas, casual spaces, and reading nooks.

EDUCATION

E

squel was conceived with a flexible layout for a
number of different scenarios. It is ideal for a family
voyage around the world. It is equally ideal for
couples or friends who want to take a “gap year” from
their everyday routine and move aboard Esquel to live,
learn, and play.

“Education is the most
powerful weapon which you
can use to change the world”
Nelson Mandela

For a family, who wants their children to be home
schooled onboard and to experience the remote corners of
the globe first hand, Esquel will provide the quintessential
classroom — a library filled with real books as well as
state-of-the art technology to provide online connectivity
allowing instruction and education from afar. There are
ample accommodations on board to travel with nannies
and tutors. Esquel is equipped with labs for experiments
and vehicles and tools for shore exploration. Esquel
provides a mobile classroom for young and old alike.

BUSINESS ON BOARD

RESEARCH

squel lacks for nothing. It is as wired
and plugged in as your office is in Palo
Alto, London, or Hong Kong. You can
follow the stock market, write emails, make
phone calls, conduct conference calls, show
your face at a ZOOM, FaceTime, or SKYPE
video meeting — all from the comfort of your
onboard office. Today people work from home.
Imagine your home is Esquel. You will have
the capabilities of private meetings or group
sessions with others. You will be able to see
a presentation on your home theater in your
cinema room, alone or with others.
Or you can simply leave an “Away” message
with your PA’s contact details and go off on a
diving expedition.

ith her versatile layout and accommodation
plan, and capabilities of world travel, Esquel can
be customized to have laboratories or spaces
aboard for any number of scientific experiments.
For example, she can be equipped for coral aquaculture
— for creating coral reef farms aboard to help restore our
world’s dying reefs.

E

W

“Great things in business are
never done by one person. They
are done by a team of people.”
Steve Jobs

Marine biologists, scientists —
researchers from any number of
fields can utilise Esquel as a roving
platform for new discoveries.

THE DESIGN OF ESQUEL
“My inspiration for Esquel was a space rocket!
While Esquel will not be headed to outer space,
she will be capable of journeying to remote
corners of planet earth.
The exterior is one single cohesive form designed
to embody simplicity and strength. The curves
and shapes flow together in unison. While her
lines are stately and chic, she is clearly a no
nonsense high-tech go-anywhere vessel that
would be equally comfortable in the Med or in
the Arctic Circle.
The exterior design works seamlessly with
the interior design. We wanted there to be a
maximum amount of exterior views from the
interior so we have incorporated large windows
and skylights.”

EXTERIOR

TIMUR
BOZCA

Timur Bozca

“WE BELIEVE THAT WE MUST NOT
ONLY CREATE FOR TOMORROW,
BUT ALSO FOR THE DAY AFTER,”
Says Timur Bozca, principal of Bozca Design Ltd.
Thirty year old Bozca obtained his Bachelor’s Degree
in Automotive & Transport Design from Coventry
University in the UK. Subsequently, he earned a Master’s
Degree in Yacht Design from Italy’s Politecnico di
Milano and won several design awards including ‘Young
Designer of The Year’ 2015. Bozca has design studios
in London, UK and in Antalya, Turkey focusing on
creating new trends in Yacht, Aviation, Automotive and
Architectural Design. Describing his design philosophy,
Bozca says, “Our vision is to create solutions through
design by considering human factors, technology and
aesthetics. We design everything for a reason — not just
for the sake of designing.”

INTERIOR

GINA
BRENNAN
Interior designer Gina Brennan worked for various design
studios before establishing her own company, Gina Brennan
Design in London. She has been involved in wide-ranging
commercial and residential projects in the UK and Europe.
She was influential in creating the look for the hip Soho
House in London and a private members club in Verbier,
Switzerland.
Brennan likes to intersperse vintage pieces and
antiques with contemporary furnishings and materials.
She says, “I LOVE THE STORIES AND

IMPERFECTIONS THAT COME WITH
THE ANTIQUE FURNITURE. ”

Mixing and matching, she strives to create the warm cosy
feeling of ‘home’ so that people feel totally relaxed and
comfortable in a given environment whether it is on land,
in the air or on the Ocean.

About Esquel:
The ambition for the look and feel of the Esquel’s interior is
geared toward depicting the life, influences and home of a
young explorer. Visible will be an eclectic mix of antiques
and artifacts collected on his/her travels. While the exterior
of the expedition yacht is very masculine and modern, the
interior is stylish and warm with comfortable furniture to
create the feeling of a home away from home.

THE WORLD UNEARTHED
———

Experiential travel and yacht expedition specialists

OUR EXPEDITION PARTNER

80%

of yacht activity takes place in
20% of the world’s oceans.
Only 5% of what is beneath the world’s oceans
has been seen let along experienced.
Pelorus is an exclusive experiential adventure
travel company that specialises in private
adventures, special projects and yacht expeditions
off the beaten track. Every experience is custom
designed. We have a global network — built
on years of relationships with trusted experts
— around the world. In order to safeguard
the smooth running of your trip, one of our
team hosts your trip along with any number of
professionals and knowledgeable guides in the
given area of exploration. We always have a
medic and a 24/7 medical support line to ensure
your safety and protection. We offer multiple
opportunities to engage specialist guides such as
marine biologists, conservationists, scientists, etc.
to enhance your experience.
Jimmy Carroll, Co-founder, Pelorus
Geordie Mackay – Lewis, Co-founder, Pelorus

OUR ENGINEERING PARTNER
Lateral brings together a creative engineering team who
delivers in depth naval architecture and engineering services
including structural engineering, mechanical and systems
engineering, and outfit engineering. Their creativity and
adventurous thinking in the application of these skills have
been utilised to enable the concept and vision that is Esquel
become an achievable reality.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

E

squel is equipped with a state-of-theart compact diesel electric propulsion
architecture; ultimate engineering to
allow uncompromised and autonomous
operation throughout the world.
Delivering the toughest and most dependable
system, the platform architecture of
Esquel was selected to provide maximum
redundancy for the lowest possible
maintenance, enabling extended expeditions
to be accomplished unhindered by
operational limitations or compromise.
Esquel’s system provides for flexible and
highly responsive power management
throughout the yacht, whether navigating
the close confines of the Strait of Magellan, or
dynamic positioning in the sensitive waters of
the Great Barrier Reef, dependable propulsive
and manoeuvring power is instantly on
demand with maximum security of supply.
With a top speed of 16.5 as per table and
a cruising range of 7000 nautical miles
Esquel has an endurance aligned to meet
extensive cruising including the polar regions
where her ice strengthened hull and Polar
Classification will enable guests to truly
realise her expedition potential.

EXPEDITIONS WITHOUT COMPROMISE
REQUIRE ENGINEERING WITHOUT COMPROMISE.

LENGTH OVERALL .................................................................................... 105 M
LENGTH WATERLINE..................................................................................... 105 M
BEAM MOULDED.......................................................................................... 17.5 M
DRAFT (FULL LOAD)....................................................................................... 4.3 M
MAXIMUM SPEED................................................................................ 16.5 KNOTS
RANGE AT 13 KNOTS................................................................................ 7000 NM

MAIN ELEC TRIC PROPULSION MOTORS ............................... 2X 3000 eKW
AUXILIARY ENGINES ............. 4 X DIESEL @ 1675 eKW + 2X DIESEL @ 725eKW
CLASS / FLAG.. .............................................. LLOYDS REGISTER / CAYMAN ISLAND
CL ASS NOTATION .. ........................... ✠100 A1 SSC, Yacht, MONO G6 ✠LMC UMS
ADDITIONAL NOTATION ..................................... SCM, ECO, Polar Code C, DP 1
REGUL ATORY FRAMEWORK ......................................... REG Yacht Code Part A
GROSS TONNAGE ...................................................................... BELOW 5000 GT

Oceanco collaborates with the industry’s
leading exterior and interior designers
to demonstrate forward thinking vision and the
ability to build the yacht of the future.
These are not just superyachts.
They are expressions of the ultimate
emotional experience and freedom
that a future Owner could desire.
They offer a whole new vision of what
a superyacht could look like
– what a superyacht can be.
The future of superyachts
belongs to visionary Owners.
The future is Built by Oceanco.

105M / 345FT

